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LUCID WORLD
When 15 year-old Morgan is contacted by the advanced civilization of Lucid World,
she has no idea what is to come. She is one of a select group of teens chosen to travel
via avatar into a remote, and hidden technologically-advanced society housed inside a
vast mountain cavern.Here she learns about an emotional disease called khaos, that has
infected all of humanity. Her new friends in Lucid World live under a dome beneath an ice
cap, with cats, culture, and a harmonious way of life uninfected by the khaos of the world
above. Those living on earth now are in what they call Nosos World.
Shifting from Morgan’s family and school life to the education she receives in Lucid World,
the story shows Morgan applying the understandings of khaos to problems in her life, and
in the town. While Morgan’s everyday life in Coyote Flats continues to unfold, her family
and friends have no inkling of her Lucid World contact. But when communication breaks
down, Morgan’s secret is exposed.
A book with a sweet message of good will, compassion and understanding, LUCID
WORLD was written for young adults but can be enjoyed by all ages.
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AUTHOR DENISE LAMMI, BMA, CPA, CA, is an
acclaimed lecturer and an enthusiastic seminar
presenter. A seasoned Chartered Professional
Accountant; she is a respected author of numerous
business courses used across Canada. Her personal
development articles have been quoted and shared
internationally. Denise applied her professional
training in insightful and precise thinking in a new
direction to write her ﬁrst novel for young adults,
LUCID WORLD. The book was inspired by her
interests in history, science ﬁction, new age thought,
and her own life experiences.
Raised in a small farming community near Lethbridge
in southern Alberta, Denise has since travelled the
world.Two fun facts: she was once struck by lightning;
and, though she is not a golfer, has had a hole-in-one!
Denise currently lives in Vancouver, Canada with her
husband, Tony, and their cat, Astro.

